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Abstract

Progressive income taxes provide a disincentive for workers to live in high pro-
ductivity local labor markets, potentially leading to a misallocation of resources
across space. Under certain conditions on preferences, the optimal income tax is
flat when there is only one type of worker. However, once the model is extended to
include high and low-skill workers, we show that there are cases when the low-skill
worker can actually be made worse off by moving from a progressive income tax
to a flat tax. To quantitatively evaluate the merits of implementing a flat tax, we
augment the empirical spatial equilibrium model in Diamond (2015) to incorporate
federal income taxes and estimate it using Census data. Counterfactual simulations
show that moving from the current tax schedule to a flat tax would increase the wel-
fare of high-skill workers by 4.2%, while decreasing the welfare of low-skill workers
by 3.8%. Our results provide a rationale for progressive taxes in assisting low-skill
workers, even without redistribution.
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1 Introduction

Productivity varies greatly across local labor markets in the United States. For example,
Moretti (2011) documents that, in the manufacturing industry, total factor productivity
in the most productive US counties is three times as large as in the least productive
counties. To the extent that these productivity differences increase the marginal product
of labor, and hence lead to differences in incomes across local labor markets, a progres-
sive income tax can lead to a misallocation of resources. In particular, workers in highly
productive locations will be taxed at a higher rate, thus providing a disincentive to live
and work in these places. While this potential misallocation has been studied by Albouy
(2009) and Eeckhout and Guner (2014), what distinguishes our work is the addition of
heterogeneously skilled workers. This extension allows us to ....

First, we use a simple model to show that including heterogenous workers substan-
tially enriches the comparative statics associated with the distortionary effects of an in-
come tax in a spatial equilibrium.

2 Motivating Example

The goal of this section is gain some insight into how enriching a standard model of
spatial equilibrium to include an extra type of worker changes the standard comparative
statics associated with an income tax. To do so, we augment the two-city, two-skill
models in Moretti (2011, 2013) with an income tax, as in Albouy (2009). We then utilize
the machinery in Busso, Gregory and Kline (2013) to make the optimal tax problem
studied by Eeckhout and Guner (2014) tractable in our setting. We show that a flat tax is
optimal in the one worker case, where optimal is defined as welfare maximizing subject
to a revenue neutral budget constraint. Then we show that the flat tax is no longer
optimal in the model with two types of workers. Further, moving from a progessive
income tax to a flat tax can actually make low-skill workers worse off. As far as we
know, the results for the two worker case are novel.

First, consider the case with a single type of worker. Let the indirect utility of indi-
vidual i associated with choosing location j ∈ {1, 2} be given by

vij = log([1− τj]wj)− α log(rj) + Aj + εij (1)

where wj is the wage associated with location j, τj is a city specific tax rate, rj is the
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rent associated with location j, α is the budget share of housing, Aj is the amenity value
of location j that is common to all workers and εij is the idiosyncratic component of
amenities.1 It will be convenient to re-write (1) as

vij = δj + εij

where

δj = log([1− τj]wj)− α log(rj) + Aj.

Further assume that

εi2 − εi1 ∼ U[−σ, σ]

so that the fraction of workers choosing location 1, N1 is given by

N1 =
1

2σ

[
log
(
[1− τ1]w1

[1− τ2]w2

)
− α log

(
r1

r2

)
+ (A1 − A2) + σ

]
.

The model is then closed by specifying the housing supply curves, rj = κjNj, and the
market clearing condition for workers, N1 + N2 = 1. We use these equations to eliminate
rents, which are the only endogenous objects on the right-hand side of (?). In particular,

log
(

r1

r2

)
= log

(
κ1N1

κ2(1− N1)

)
≈ log

(
κ1

κ2

)
+ 4N1 − 2

and we can now solve for N1 by substituting equation (?) into equation (?).2 The equilib-
rium number of workers in location 1 is then

N1 =
1

2σ + 4α

[
log
(
[1− τ1]w1

[1− τ2]w2

)
− α log

(
κ1

κ2

)
+ (A1 − A2) + σ + 2α

]
. (2)

We now define welfare to be the average utility of workers, given by

W = E[max
j
{vij}] (3)

and optimal tax rates maximize (3) subject to a revenue neutrality constraint given by

1This form for the indirect utility occurs when preferences are Cobb-Douglas in a consumption good and
housing, as we assume later in our empirical work.

2 The approximation here is a Taylor Series expansion around one-half.
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τ1w1N1 + τ2w2N2 = R (4)

where R is the exogenously given amount of revenue the government must raise. This is
a complicated problem, but it is greatly simplified by starting with a flat tax, i.e. τ1 = τ2,
and then verifying that these tax rates maximize equation (3) subject to the constraint in
equation (4). Assuming a flat tax, equation (2) becomes

N1 =
1

2σ + 4α

[
log
(

w1

w2

)
− α log

(
κ1

κ2

)
+ (A1 − A2) + σ + 2α

]
. (5)

so that the equilibrium populations do not depend on the tax rates, i.e. a flat tax does
not distort location choices. This is crucial; to reiterate, N1 does not depend on the tax
rate. We now make use of the result in Busso, Gregory and Kline (2013) that

dW
dδj

= Nj

which implies that

dW
dτ

= N1
dδ1

dτ
+ N2

dδ2

dτ

and using (4) to substitute out τ yields

δj = log
(
[w1N1 + w2N2 − R]wj

w1N1 + w2N2 − R

)
− α log(rj) + Aj,

but because the populations are independent of the tax rates in the flat tax case, dδj
dτ = 0

for j ∈ {1, 2}, and welfare is maximized using the flat tax. The actual tax rate is then
determined by the level of government spending, G.

3 Data

Large samples are imperative for our analysis, given its local labor market nature. As
such, we use the US Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) to draw data from
the 5% samples of the 1980, 1990, and 2000 U.S. Census. We also use the 3%, three-year
aggregated American Community Survey (ACS) for the years 2005-2007 (Ruggles et al.
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2010).3

Throughout the paper, all individual level calculations are weighted by the product
of total hours worked, the Census sampling weights, and a set of geographic weights
described below. All local labor market level calculations are weighted by population.
More details regarding all aspects of the data are available in the Data Appendix.

3.1 Geography

The two most important considerations we face in choosing a local labor market concept
are that 1) locations correspond to distinct labor markets and 2) they can be compared
over time. As such, we use Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) as our geographic
definition. CBSAs naturally satisfy requirement 1), as they are the Office of Management
and Budget’s (OMB) official definition of a metropolitan area.4

We achieve consistency and fulfill our second requirement by mapping the most
disaggregated geographic units available in the IPUMS data, County Groups (CGs) in
1980 and Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) in 1990 and after, into CBSAs.5 This
is easy for the cases when the CGs/PUMAs are completely contained within a CBSA.
However, there are a number cases where the boundaries cross. We are able to overcome
this issue by constructing allocation factors between CGs/PUMAs and CBSAs. In these
cases, we do not know which of the CBSAs the individual resides, but we do know the
relevant probabilities. We replicate these observations, so that the same individual may
appear multiple times in the data and weight these observations by the relevant overlap
probabilities.

One alternative to using CBSAs is the commonly used IPUMS variable metarea. This
variable does not fulfill our second requirement, because many metropolitan areas are
only partially identified. More importantly, the unidentified portions change over time.
For example, all residents of the Stamford, CT metro area are identified as living there
in 2000, while almost half its residents are coded as “not identifiable in a metro area”
in 1980 and 1990.6 It is also worth mentioning that using CGs and PUMAs directly is
inappropriate because they are too small to define a local labor market (between 100,000

3We do not use ACS data after 2007 because hours worked are only reported in intervals. In principle,
one could impute hours in order to extend the analysis. We prefer to use the non-imputed data.

4The OMB replaced the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) concept with CBSAs in 2003.
5This is the same procedure used by Dorn (2009) and Autor and Dorn (2013) to map CGs/PUMAs into

Commuting Zones.
6See https://usa.ipums.org/usa/volii/incompmetareas.shtml for more details.
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and 200,000 residents) and their definitions change substantially between three of the
four cross-sections. Finally, we choose to use CBSAs, rather than the Commuting Zone
concept recently used by Dorn (2009) and Autor and Dorn (2013), so we can match the
IPUMS data with our housing supply elasticity measure, discussed below.

There is a fundamental trade-off between the size of the choice set and sample size.
Many of the 929 CBSAs do not possess large enough samples to be useful. Therefore,
our final decision to make regarding geography is the practical definition of the choice
set. More specifically, as outlined below, we construct a number of aggregate measures
by CBSA. As we include smaller and smaller CBSAs in the choice set, the precision with
which we measure these aggregate measures decreases. Further, we also use a model of
individual location choice that allows for a rich set of observable heterogeneity. However,
our estimation method requires that we observe at least one individual, within each
narrowly defined demographic category, choose each location. Therefore, we also face
a tradeoff between the dimension of the choice set and the richness of the observable
heterogeneity. We choose to use the 70 largest CBSAs, as defined by population in
1980. Although a relatively small subset of the 929 CBSAs, these 70 location comprise
approximately 60% of the entire U.S. population. Further, we map individuals that do
not live in one of these 70 areas into their corresponding Census division, creating nine
additional choices. It is worth emphasizing that these “rest of” locations do not include
individuals in the 70 largest CBSAs.

3.2 CBSA Level Data

There are four main variables we use at the CBSA level; mean wages, efficiency units
of labor, mean rents and a measure of housing supply elasticity. To maintain compara-
bility with the broader wage inequality literature, we follow Autor, Katz, and Kearney
(2008) [AKK] closely in constructing both the wage and labor supply series, though some
choices are necessarily different given that we use different data sets and different ge-
ographies.

The main concern in constructing average wage levels is comparability. Ultimately,
we want to focus on differences in skill prices across labor markets and over time. To-
wards that end, we restrict workers to be full-time, full-year [FTFY] wage earners.7 Fo-
cusing on FTFY workers eliminates concerns that wage differences across labor markets,

7In particular, we drop individuals that worked less than 40 weeks annually and less than 35 hours
weekly.
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or over time, could be due to differences in labor force attachment.8 For that same rea-
son, we also focus on male workers only. Second, we perform a composition-adjustment
to control for differences in demographics by adopting the cell approach commonly used
in this literature.9 More specifically, we divide the data into education-experience groups
and calculate mean wages for each of these groups by year and labor market.10 Location
specific wages are then weighted averages of the cell means, where the weights are fixed
across labor markets and over time.

The most important criteria in selecting a labor supply measure is that it represents
the total quantity of labor in a location. Accordingly, we include part-time, self-employed
and female workers, not just FTFY male wage earners. As in AKK, we form two samples,
quantity and price, which are used to create the labor supply index. The quantity sample
divides total hours worked by all employed workers into gender-education-experience
cells. The price sample contains efficiency weights for each gender-education-experience
cell, where the weight is the corresponding mean hourly log wage. The final supply
measure is the product of the cell hours and the efficiency weight, which we refer to as
efficiency units of labor.

The biggest worry in producing a measure of housing costs across CBSAs is that
it reflects the user cost of housing. As such, we use data only on renters, as home
prices reflect both the current user cost and expected future price changes.11 A second
concern is the comparability of housing units across CBSAs. Therefore, we run a hedonic
regression of gross rent (which includes utilities) on a set of housing characteristics and
a set of CBSA fixed effects, separately by year. The rent index is then generated by the
predicted values from the hedonic regressions, holding the set of housing characteristics
fixed across CBSAs and time.

Finally, we use the Wharton Residential Land Use Regulation Index (WRLURI), pro-
posed by Gyourko, Saiz and Summers (2008).12 The index is based on a nationwide
survey of local land use regulations, with the basic idea being that regulation makes it
more costly to build, making the local housing supply curve more inelastic.

8It also reduces concern over measurement error in wages. See Baum-Snow and Neal (2009).
9See, for example, Katz and Murphy (1992), Card and Lemieux (2001), or AKK.

10Mean wages are the predicted values for each cell from log wage regressions run separately by labor
market and year. The regressions control for a number of observables.

11See Davis and Ortalo-Magné (2011) for a similar argument.
12This dataset can be downloaded at http://real.wharton.upenn.edu/ gyourko/landusesurvey.html.
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3.3 Individual Choice Data

We restrict the individual choice sample to FTFY male workers that identify themselves
as the head of household. Once again, we make this restriction to minimize concerns
about labor force attachment. We also drop immigrants, due to concerns about tax
compliance. Further, we make use of information on an individual’s state of birth, which
we will use to define a home premium in our model. In particular, workers receive a
payoff for choosing to live in a CBSA that is at least partially contained in their birth
state.

As mentioned above we allow for a rich set of observable heterogeneity. First, we
split individuals into four education categories; high school equivalents, some college,
college graduate and post college.13 We further split the sample by marital status (single
or married) and work experience (those with less than 20 years of potential experience
are defined to be “less experienced,” while those with more than 20 years are categorized
as “more experienced’). Our final demographic characteristic is number of children. For
married workers, we use three categories; zero children, one child and two or more
children. The vast majority of single workers in our sample do not have kids, so we
make the restriction that all single workers have no children. This gives us 32 distinct
demographic groups.

3.4 Tax Calculations

We perform our tax calculations using the NBER’s TAXSIM, a tax calculator that repli-
cates the federal income tax code in a given year, accounting for differences in state
income taxes, the deduction of state income taxes in calculating federal taxable income
and the differential deductions afforded to varying demographic groups, i.e. by marital
status, number of kids, etc.

4 Model

As mentioned in the introduction, we build a model of spatial equilibrium, similar to
those recently used by Diamond (2015) and Piyapromdee (2015). Locations vary along
three dimensions; wages, rents and amenities. The choice of location is modeled as

13High school equivalents are a combination of high school dropouts and high school graduates. Our
next revision will split this group out.
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a static discrete choice; workers choose the city that yields the highest utility. We as-
sume that a single, tradeable good is produced in each location and workers of different
education levels are imperfect substitutes, so that the relative supplies of hetergeneous
labor in each location determine local wages. Finally, an upward sloping housing sup-
ply curve, which is allowed to differ by city, maps the local population into a local rent
level. Thus, wages, rents and population in each location are determined endogenously
as equilibrium outcomes.

Our model extends the Rosen-Roback framework along four dimensions, all of which
are important for answering our question. First, we allow for two imperfectly substi-
tutable groups of workers in production; high and low skill. This is crucial because the
substitutability of workers determines how wages react to changes in the local supply of
each group. For example, if tax reform induces more high skill workers to choose a cer-
tain location, this will decrease the relative wage of the skilled workers in that location.

Second, we relax the assumption of perfect mobility. In particular, we allow workers’
preferences to include a premium for living in their state of birth. Bayer, Keohane and
Timmins (2009) demonstrate the importance of doing so; the authors find that ignoring
imperfect mobility of this kind can result in substantially biased estimates of the other
preference parameters.14

Third, we allow for heterogeneity in preferences over locations, conditional on worker
type. More precisely, we allow for idiosyncratic location-specific preference shocks,
where the variance of the shock is allowed to differ by worker skill. As emphasized
by Kline and Moretti (2014) and Busso, Gregory and Kline (2013), this sort of preference
heterogeneity is crucial for analyzing policies when workers are mobile. In our case,
these variances govern the location choice elasticities, which are essential for quantifying
the impacts of tax reform on the resulting spatial equilibrium. Finally, we incorporate
the federal income tax, as in Albouy (2009), which is our major innovation to the model,
relative to Diamond (2015).

4.1 Labor Demand

Locations are indexed by j and time is indexed by t. Each labor market uses the following
Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production function to produce an identical
tradeable good, using skilled labor, S, and unskilled labor, U, as inputs,

14In particular, they find that the marginal willingness to pay for air quality is understated by a factor of
three when perfect mobility is assumed.
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Yjt = Ajt[λ
U
jt Uρ

jt + λS
jtS

ρ
jt]

1
ρ .

Notice that the labor efficiency parameters (i.e. the λjt’s) are allowed to vary across
labor markets and over time, while the elasticity of substitution between skilled and
unskilled labor, σ ≡ 1

1−ρ , is restricted to be the same across locations and time. Total
factor productivity (TFP), Ajt, is also allowed to vary across labor markets and over
time. The efficiency parameters can be standardized to sum to one, with the common
multiplying factor being absorbed by TFP. Abusing notation and letting Ajt also represent
this scaled TFP yields

Yjt = Ajt[(1− θS
jt)U

ρ
jt + θS

jtS
ρ
jt]

1
ρ , (6)

where θS
jt is now the relative productivity of skilled labor. Labor markets are perfectly

competitive, so that workers are paid their marginal products, which yields the following
expressions for wages

log(wS
jt) = log(Ajt) + log(θjt) + (1− ρ) log(Ỹ) + (ρ− 1) log(Sjt) (7)

log(wU
jt ) = log(Ajt) + log(1− θjt) + (1− ρ) log(Ỹ) + (ρ− 1) log(Ujt) (8)

where Ỹjt =
Yjt
Ajt

. This production function also admits the familiar CES relative labor
demand curve (i.e. Katz and Murphy (1992), Autor, Katz and Kearney (2008), among
many others)

log(
wS

jt

wU
jt
) = log(

θS
jt

1− θS
jt
)− 1

σ
log(

Sjt

Ujt
). (9)

4.2 Housing Supply

Housing costs, rjt, are determined endogenously.15 In particular, we specify an upward-
sloping housing supply curve of the form

log(rjt) = (ν1 + ν2ψWRI
j ) log(Njt) + ζ jt (10)

15We use the terms housing costs and rents interchangeably throughout the paper to refer to local price
levels.
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where Njt is the number of workers in labor market j at time t, the elasticity of rents
with respect to population is given by (ν1 + ν2ψWRI

j ) and ζ jt represents the unobserved
component of rents.

Gyourko, Saiz and Summers (2008) used the Wharton Regulation Survey to produce
municipality level measures of the strictness of land use regulations. We aggregate up
their measures to the CBSA level to obtain our measure of land use regulations, ψWRI

j .
Increasing housing supply is more costly in CBSAs with stricter land use policies so we
expect ν2 to be positive. See Diamond (2015) or Piyapromdee (2015) for a micro-founded
model that generates a supply curve like the one used here.

4.3 Labor Supply

Workers, indexed by i, maximize utility by 1) allocating their resources between a nation-
ally traded consumption good, cjt, and housing, hjt, and 2) choosing the location j that
yields the highest utility. We proceed by first solving the workers’ maximization prob-
lem, conditional on location. Prices of the consumption good and housing are denoted
by pt and rjt, respectively. Notice that the price of the consumption good is constant
across all locations, reflecting the law of one price, which applies because c is tradeable.
Locations are also distinguished by their amenity value, Aijt. We index the narrow de-
mographic groups by d and the broad skill groups, U and S, by e.16 Preferences are
assumed to be Cobb-Douglas and are written as

ud
ijt = (1− αe) log(cjt) + αe log(hjt) + Ad

ijt (11)

where α represents the budget share of housing.17

Let Ie
jt denote income earned in location j by workers with education e in time t,

where income is simply the hourly wage multiplied by two thousand. Further, let τd
jt(Ie

j )

denote the effective (i.e. average) tax rate, which includes federal income, state income
and federal payroll taxes. Note that, in addition to income level, the tax rate also depends
on demographics, location and time. These dependencies account for differences in state
income taxes, differences in income tax deductions by demographic group and changes
in the tax code over time. We can now write the workers’ budget constraint as

16Recall that the narrow demographic groups are defined by marital status, age and number of kids.
17See Davis and Ortalo-Magné (2011) for evidence that the budget share of housing is indeed constant

across metropolitan areas.
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ptcjt + rjthjt = [1− τd
jt(Id

j )]I
d
j ,

and solving the workers’ problem yields the following indirect utility

vijt = log

(
[1− τd

jt(Id
j )]I

d
j

pt

)
− αe log

(
rjt

pt

)
+ Ad

ijt. (12)

We assume that workers inelastically supply labor in all locations, so that the only rel-
evant labor supply decision is where to live, which is now a static discrete choice defined
by equation (12).18 Workers simply choose the location that maximizes indirect utility.
In our model, as in the standard Rosen-Roback framework, locations are characterized
by a combination of (after-tax) wages, rents and amenities.

We now decompose the amenity term, Aijt, into three distinct components. In partic-
ular,

Aijt = γd
hpI (j ∈ Bstatei) + ξd

jt + σeεijt

where I (j ∈ Bstatei) is an indicator for location j being in worker i’s birth state, γd,e
hp mea-

sures the value of this premium, ξd
jt is a common, unobservable component of amenities,

εijt is an idiosyncratic, stochastic term meant to capture the fact that some workers are
more or less attached to certain locations and σ measures the dispersion in εijt.

Throughout the rest of the paper, it will be useful to separate the indirect utility of
each location into a mean level of utility, i.e. the portion of utility that is identical for all
workers in the same education-demographic group, and an idiosyncratic component. In
particular, let

vijt = δd
jt + γd

hpI (j ∈ Bstatei) + σeεijt (13)

where

δd
jt = log

(
[1− τd

jt(Id
j )]I

d
j

pt

)
− αe log

(
rjt

pt

)
+ ξd

jt. (14)

18The assumption of inelastic labor supply is typical in this literature. See, for example, Moretti (2013),
Kline and Moretti (2014) or Busso, Gregory and Kline (2013).
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4.4 Equilibrium

Our discussion of the equilibrium properties of the model closely follows Bayer and
Timmins (2005). Notice that equations (7), (8), (20) and (12) fully characterize the model.
In what follows, we simplify the above notation to facilitate the discussion, but all results
go through for the full model. In particular, re-define these four equations as

wS
j = ηS

0j + ηS
U NU

j + ηS
S NS

j (7’)

wU
j = ηU

0j + ηU
U NU

j + ηU
S NS

j (8’)

rj = γ(NU
j + NS

j ) (20’)

ve
ij = we

j − αrj + εij. (12’)

Prices, i.e. wages and rents, are endogenously determined as a function of high and
low skill populations through (7’), (8’) and (20’), while high and low skill populations
are endogenously determined as a function of wages and rents through (12’). Following
Bayer and Timmins (2005), we assume that individual i’s J-vector of preference shocks,
ε̄i, is observed by all other workers. Further, we assume that there is a continuum of both
high and low skill workers, ensuring that the preference shocks can be be integrated out,
i.e. we can obtain location choice probabilities for each group of workers. This effectively
boils down to a Nash equilibrium type of concept where each individual makes their
location choice, given all other worker’s choices, but in this case each individual worker’s
choice does not affect NS

j or NU
j because they are atomless.

4.4.1 Existence

Let µU and µS be the measure of high and low skill workers in the overall economy. Then
we can write the high and low skill populations of location j as

Ne
j = µePe

j

where Pe
j is the probability a worker of education e chooses location j, which allows

us to write equations (7’), (8’) and (20’) in terms of choice probabilities. Further, let
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ω denote the parameter vector {ηS
U , ηS

S , ηU
U , ηU

S , γ, α, µU , µS}. This allows us to write the
location-specific choice probabilities as

Pe
j = ge

j (PU
j , PS

j ; ω) (15)

given the assumptions made above on ε̄i. Now denote P as the stacked vector of unskilled
and skilled choice probabilities for all J locations. Finally, we can re-write equation (15)
as

P = g(P; ω) (16)

and proving existence is a straightforward application of Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem.
See Proposition One in Bayer and Timmins (2005) for details.

4.4.2 Uniqueness

In general, we cannot prove that we have a unique equilibrium, but using arguments
from Bayer and Timmins (2005), we can provide some intuition that suggests it is likely. It
is instructive to first consider the case where we can prove uniqueness. After that, we de-
scribe the complicating factor in our model that prohibits proof; the Q-complementarity
of wages, i.e. the positive dependence of one skill group’s wage on the quantity of labor
supplied by the other skill group.

When is an equilibrium unique? Paraphrasing Proposition Two from Bayer and Tim-
mins (2005), this is true “in the presence of a congestion effect.” Here a congestion effect
means that increases in the local population can only lower indirect utility (i.e. a housing
supply curve). The basic intuition is that an undesirable location will only become less
desirable if the population increases; a congestion effect preserves the rank ordering of
locations, ruling out the possibility of multiple equilibria.

To see this more clearly, consider the case where wages are downward sloping in
the quantity of own-skill population, but do not depend on the population of the other
skill group, i.e. ηS

U = ηU
S = 0 and ηS

S < 0, ηU
U < 0. This type of labor demand curve

would arise if output is a function of one type of labor and a fixed factor, such as land.
Substituting (7’), (8’) and (20’) into (12’)

ve
ij = ηe

0j + (ηe
e − α)µePe

j − αµe−Pe−
j + εij. (17)
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where e− denotes the other education group. Notice that the coefficient on both choice
probabilities are negative (i.e. there is a congestion effect), so we directly apply the
theorem to prove that there is a unique equilibrium. Intuitively, locations are ranked
by ηe

0j, the intercept of the labor demand curve, and the choice probability for choosing
location j is strictly increasing in ηe

0j.
The complication arises when wages are allowed to depend on the supply of workers

in the other skill group. We assume now that ηS
U > 0, ηU

S > 0, which is consistent with
the CES production technology in our full model. In particular, we now get that

vij = ηe
0 + (ηe

e − α)µePe
j + (ηe

e− − α)µe−Pe−
j + εij. (18)

where the term (ηe
e− − α) can now be either positive or negative, which from Proposition

Three in Bayer and Timmins (2005), implies that we cannot prove there exists a unique
equilibrium. The basic intuition is that with a strong enough spillover (i.e. (ηe

e− − α)

sufficiently greater than zero), a large enough population of one skill group can increase
the other group’s wage enough to outweigh a low value of ηe

0j, changing the rank order
of locations and yielding multiple equilibria.

Finally, Bayer and Timmins (2005) also provide some simulation evidence to assess
how likely multiple equilibria are in certain models. In particular, two aspects of our
model make it unlikely that we will encounter multiple equilibria. The first is the rela-
tively large number of choices in the model. The second is heterogeneity in household
preferences, which comes through the home premium in our model. Further, they pro-
pose a test for the presence of multiple equilibria, which we can use on any of the
equilibria we calculate in this paper.19

5 Estimation

5.1 Labor Demand

We estimate the labor demand parameters of our model using the relative labor demand
curve defined in (9), which is typical in the literature.20 First, we parameterize the relative
demand for skilled workers as

19These tests will be applied in the next revision.
20Examples include Acemoglu and Autor (2011), Autor (2014), Autor, Katz and Kearney (2008), Card

(2009), Card and Lemieux (2001), Katz and Murphy (1992), Ottaviano and Peri (2012) and Piyapromdee
(2015), among many others.
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log(
θS

jt

1− θS
jt
) = αt

0 + αt
1 ∗ logPop80j + φj + εjt

and taking differences yields the following estimating equation

∆ log(
wS

jt

wU
jt
) = ∆αt

0 + ∆αt
1 ∗ logPop80j −

1
σ

∆ log(
Sjt

Ujt
) + ∆εjt. (19)

The concern in estimating equation (19) is that unobserved changes in skill-biased
labor demand (∆εjt) induce changes in the quantities of skilled labor (Sjt) across labor
markets. Therefore, we use Instrumental Variables (IV) to estimate equation (19) using
the instruments proposed in Card (2009) and Moretti (2004). In particular, the Card
instrument is constructed as

cjt(e) =
P

∑
p=1

ν80
pj (e)Ipt(e)

where Ipt(e) is the national inflow rate of immigrants with education level e from country
p in time t and ν80

pj (e)is the share of overall immigrants from country p of education level
e living in labor market j in 1980. The identifying assumption is that historical settlement
patterns of immigrants are uncorrelated with current labor market conditions.

We also use the Moretti instrument to predict changes in the quantities of skilled and
unskilled labor. In particular, the instrument interacts the long term trend of increasing
educational attainment with the lagged age structure of labor market. For instance, labor
markets that are disproportionately young or old are predicted to have larger increases
in skilled labor. This is because the young are more likely to obtain education and the
old are less likely to be educated and will be leaving the labor force. More formally, we
predict hours

mjt(e) =
L

∑
l=1

ω80
l j (e)Hlt(e)

where ω80
l j (e) is the share of hours worked by group l in labor market j with education

level e and Hlt(e) is national hours worked by group l with education level e in time t. To
be clear, the denominator of ω80

l j (e) is total hours worked by education group e in labor
market j. The relevant predicted hours measures, ĥjt(e), are then used to predict changes
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in relative quantities.

5.2 Housing Supply

Taking first differences of the equation (20), we obtain our estimating equation for hous-
ing supply:

∆ log(rjt) = (ν1 + ν2ψWRI
j )∆ log(Njt) + ∆ζ jt (20)

As with the wage equations, the concern with estimating equation (20) via least
squares is that ∆ζ jt will be correlated with ∆ log(Njt) because agents move towards loca-
tions with lower changes in rents. Therefore we utilize the Card instrument to instrument
for changes in population, ∆ log(Njt). The identifying assumption is that historical im-
migrant settlement patterns are uncorrelated with current changes in housing supply
shifters.

5.3 Labor Supply

Our approach for estimating the labor supply component of the model closely mirrors
the procedure commonly used for estimating differentiated product demand systems
with microdata (i.e. Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (2004), which we refer to as BLP
throughout). In particular, we estimate the parameters in two steps, where the first
step estimates the home premiums and mean utilities using maximum likelihood and
the second step uncovers the wage and rent preference parameters, using IV to deal with
the endogeneity of wages and rents.21

Equations (13) and (14) are the basis for estimating the underlying preference pa-
rameters. We proceed by normalizing both the location and scale of these equations
and redefining the parameters accordingly. In particular, we subtract the mean utility of
location one from all other locations and divide through by σe, which yields

21To be clear, we do not estimate random coefficients for the wage and rent preferences, as is also typically
done when estimating differentiated product demand systems. The goal of the random coefficients is
to relax the Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) structure imposed by the logit model. We
abstract from this complication because the IIA does not hold in our model. In particular, differential choice
probabilities for different demographic groups breaks the IIA in terms of aggregate choice probabilities (i.e.
the combination of all demographic group choice probabilities). Further, the presence of the home premium
breaks the IIA within demographic groups.
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vijt = δd
jt + βd

hpI (j ∈ Bstatei) + εijt (13’)

and

δd
jt = βe

w log

(
[1− τd

jt(Id
j )]I

d
j

pt

)
− βe

r log
(

rjt

pt

)
+ ξd

jt − δd
1t (14’)

where βe
w ≡ 1

σe , βe
r ≡ αe

σe and βd
hp ≡

γd
hp

σe . Abusing notation, we also have δd
jt ≡

δd
jt

σe , vijt ≡
vijt
σe ,

and ξd
jt ≡

ξd
jt

σe . Our goal is to estimate δd
t and βd

hp, which is done in the first step, along
with βe

w and βe
r, which is done in the second step.

Assuming that εijt is distributed i.i.d. according to the Type 1 Extreme Value Distri-
bution, we can now estimate δd

t and βd
hp using maximum likelihood. In particular, given

our distributional assumption, the choice probabilities have the following closed form
solution

Pd
ijt =

eδd
jt+βd

hpI(j∈Bstatei)

∑J
j=1 eδd

jt+βd
hpI(j∈Bstatei)

(21)

and the corresponding log-likelihood function is

Ld
t (βd

hp, δd
t ) =

Nd
t

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

Ii
j log(Pd

ijt) (22)

where Ii
j is an indicator equal to one if individual i lives in location j and zero otherwise.

Directly estimating (??’) is complicated by the fact that, for each demographic group,
there are 79 parameters that need to be estimated (the home premium and 78 mean
utilities), which is computationally difficult.22 However, Berry (1994) proves that for any
βd

hp there exists a unique vector δd
t such that the choice probabilities implied by the model

are equal to those in the data. This allows us to concentrate the likelihood function, so
that the maximization is now only over a single parameter. In particular, the choice
probabilities are now written as

22Recall that utility is normalized, so there are 78 mean utilities even though there are 79 choices.
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Pd
ijt =

eδd
jt(βd

hp)+βd
hpI(j∈Bstatei)

∑J
j=1 eδd

jt(βd
hp)+βd

hpI(j∈Bstatei)
(23)

and the new log-likelihood function is

Ld
t (βd

hp) =
Nd

t

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

Ii
j log(Pd

ijt) (22’)

where computationally we invert the choice probabilities using the contraction mapping
in Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995) to obtain the unique δd

t associated with every βd
hp.23

See the Estimation Appendix for more details on our computational approach. It is worth
emphasizing that we estimate δd

t and βd
hp separately for each demographic group, so that

the home premiums and the value of unobserved amenities are allowed to be different
across groups.

The second step uses our estimates from the first step to uncover the underlying
preference parameters. In particular, we pool all the δd

jt’s within each skill group and
estimate

δ̂d
jt = βe

w log

(
[1− τd

jt(Id
j )]I

d
j

pt

)
− βe

r log
(

rjt

pt

)
+ ξd

jt − δd
1t (24)

using IV to address the endogeneity of wages and rents. Recall that the mean utilities
were estimated by normalizing the mean utility of location one to zero. Hence, the δd

1t’s
are estimated as demographic-year fixed effects. βe

w and βe
r are estimated using separate

regressions and are restricted to be the same across different demographic groups within
a skill group to help obtain more precise estimates.

[INSERT: Discussion of Instruments]

23Recall that the logit model requires the implied choice probabilities from the model equal the observed
choice probabilities. Using the Berry inversion to estimate (22’) is equivalent to imposing the first order
conditions for δd

t from (22). To see this note that

∂Ld
t (βd

hp, δd
t )

∂δd
jt

= ∑
{i:Ii

j=1}
(1− Pd

ijt) + ∑
{i:Ii

j=0}
−Pd

ijt = 0 =⇒
Nd

jt

Nd
t
=

1
Nd

t

N

∑
i=1

Pd
ijt.
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6 Results

6.1 Labor Demand

The parameter estimates for labor demand are displayed in the first panel of table 1.
The elasticity of substitution between high and low skilled workers is estimated to be
3.71. The average relative factor productivity of high skilled workers increases from .52
in 1980 to .61 in 2007.

6.2 Housing Supply

The inverse housing supply estimates are shown in the second panel of table 1. As ex-
pected, CBSAs with greater regulatory restriction have more inelastic housing supplies.
The average inverse housing supply elasticities range from .16 to to .59 with a mean of
3.2.

6.3 Labor Supply

The estimates of the worker preference parameters are displayed in the third panel of
table 1. We estimate the coefficient on log post tax income, βe

w, as 13.0 for low skilled
agents and 8.5 for high skilled agents. The coefficient on log rents, βr

w is estimated as
-8.67 for low skilled agents and -2.26, implying budget shares on local goods, α, of .65
and .27 for low and high skilled agents, respectively.

The large difference in budget shares on local goods between the two skill groups
does not seem to be supported by the data. Using micro data from the 2000 Consumer
Expenditure Survey, Diamond (2015) finds housing expenditure shares of .39 for non-
college households and .43 for college households. Piyapromdee (2015), using data from
the American Community Survey, finds housing expenditure shares of .3 for high skilled
natives and .32 for low skilled natives. Moretti (2013), using data from the BLS, estimates
an expenditure share on local goods of .61. We are currently trying to understand why
there is such a large difference in our estimates for α between the two skill groups.

Diamond and Piyapromdee also estimate indirect utility functions in a static spatial
equilibrium model. Both assume agents value pretax wages instead of post tax income.
Diamond estimates one specification in which α is estimated directly and another in
which α is calibrated to .62. When she estimates α directly, she obtains wage coefficient
estimates of 3.3 and 4.9 with α of .9 and .4 for low and high skilled agents, respectively.
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With calibrated α, she estimates a coefficient on pretax wages of 4.0 for low skilled agents
and 2.1 for high skilled agents. Piyapromdee calibrates α and estimates coefficients on
log wages of 1.6 and 5.3 for low skilled and high skilled natives, respectively.

Our estimates of βe
w are larger than the parameters on pretax wages in Diamond and

Piyapromdee for a number of reasons. First, as the tax is progressive, changes in log
pretax wages translate to smaller changes in log post tax income. This should lead to
larger coefficient estimates. Second, we use different instrument variables to estimate βe

w;
Diamond and Piyapromdee both use Bartik instruments to instrument for wage changes
while we use exogenous changes in the federal income tax rate.

Finally, table 2 shows the birth place premium estimates from 1980. The birth place
premium is decreasing in education, reflecting the greater propensity of high skilled
agents to live away from their birth state. The results from 1990, 2000 and 2007 are
qualitatively similar and are available form the others on request.

6.4 Partial and General Wage Elasticities

From equation (21), we can rewrite the probability of agent i choosing location j as:

Pd
ijt =

eδd
jt+βd

hpI(j∈Bstatei)

∑J
j=1 eδd

jt+βd
hpI(j∈Bstatei)

where

δd
jt = βe

w log

(
[1− τd

jt(Id
j )]I

d
j

pt

)
− βe

r log
(

rjt

pt

)
+ ξd

jt − δd
1t

Differentiating with respect to income in location j, we obtain:(
∂Pd

ij

∂Id
j

)
Id
j

Pd
ij
= βe

w

(
1 + Pd

ij

)(
1−

∂τd
jt

∂Id
j

Id
j − τd

jt

)
(25)

As the probability of an agent choosing any individual location and the derivative of
the tax function are small, we can approximate:(

∂Pd
ij

∂Id
j

)
Id
j

Pd
ij
≈ βe

w

(
1− τd

jt

)
(26)

Assuming 17% and 20% average tax rates for low and high skilled agents in 1980,
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this implies a partial labor supply elasticity of 6.8 for high skilled agents and 10.8 for low
skilled agents.

However, these partial elasticities do not account for general equilibrium responses
of wages and rents and therefore will likely overestimate migration responses observed
in the data. To get a better sense of what our parameters estimate imply for mobility
location choices, we separately raise the total factor productivity of each city by 1% and
calculate the new equilibrium24. The distribution of 1980 implied general equilibrium
wage elastities across cities are displayed in figure 2. The average wage elasticity across
cities is 3.7 for high skilled agents and 3.1 for low skilled agents.

It is difficult to find a direct comparison in the literature for our implied general elas-
ticities. Bound and Holzer (2000) regress changes in metropolitan area population on
changes in labor demand, which they measure as total hours worked. They find popula-
tion elasticities of .41 and .09 for high and low skilled agents, respectively. However our
results are not easily comparable, as their independent variable is hours worked while
ours is income. Kennan and Walker (2011) estimate a dynamic model of state-to-state
migration. To analyze labor supply elasticies, they raise the wage in a given state and
analyze the population change in that state compared to the baseline simulation without
the wage change. From this exercise they find a labor supply elasticities of about .5 after
10 years. We should expect that measures of state-to-state labor supply elasticities should
be considerably lower than our city-to-city elasticities.

6.5 Model Fit

In this section we analyze how well our model can replicate the data. As we estimate
a separate unobserved amenity level for each city for each demographic group, we will
exactly match the population of each demographic group in each city. Similarly, as
we estimate a separate level of total factor productivity and relative factor productivity
parameter for each city, we will match the wage levels for high and low skilled agents in
each city25.

24If labor supplies are constant, increasing TFP by 1% is equivalent to increasing wages by all agents in
the city by 1%.

25The wages for each education group will not perfectly match the data for two reasons: 1) We use two
different samples for labor demand estimation and for simulation. Most importantly, we include immigrants
in the sample used for labor demand estimation. 2) We assume the relative productivity levels of high
school dropouts and some college students and of college grads and post college grads are constant across
locations. In practice, the wage levels across cities fit very well.
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Therefore we follow Piyapromdee (2015) and plot the simulated and observed pro-
portion of the population in each city living outside their birthplace. Figures 1 plot the
observed and simulate proportion of agents living out of their birthplaces for each of
the four education groups. Each dot represents and city and the size of the dot is pro-
portional to each city’s population. Overall, the model seems to fit this facet of the data
quite well.

7 Counterfactuals

7.1 The Effects of Federal Income Tax Changes

Next we analyze the effects of changes in the federal income tax code on wages, rent,
welfare and location choices.

To facilitate comparison across counterfactuals, we fix worker characteristics and un-
observed city amenities at their 1980 values. Workers’ utility is measured in log dollar
equivalent and is calculated using the formula for expected value of an extreme value
type I random variable:

E
(

vC
ijt

)
= γ̄ + log

[
∑
j∈J

exp
(

δd,C
jt + γd

hpI (j ∈ Bstatei)
)]

(27)

where

δd,C
jt = log

 [1− τdC
jt (Id,C

j )]Id,C
j

pt

− αe log

(
rC

jt

pt

)
+ ξd,80

jt . (28)

and C indexes counterfactual simulations and γ̄ is Euler’s constant.
Welfare differences across counterfactuals are calculated in differences in average

expected utility. Locations choices are calculated as conditional choice probabilities.
For each counterfactual we calculate a "mobility" outcome and a "no mobility" out-

come. For the "mobility" outcome, we solve the new equilibrium in which agents re-
optimize. For the "no mobility" outcome, we assume locations are fixed at their 1980
values. In the "no mobility" case, welfare changes are equal to the change in log earn-
ings.
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7.1.1 Effect of Tax Change

To isolate the effects of the tax change we apply the 2007 tax schedule but keep labor
demand parameters fixed at their 1980 levels.

The effects of the tax change in the mobility case are displayed in figures 3 through 6.
The tax change increases the take home pay of high skilled workers in high productivity
cities. As a result, high skilled workers sort to higher productivity cities, increasing
wages for low skilled workers, increasing rents, and decreasing wages for high skilled
workers.

The tax change also increases the take home pay of low skilled workers in high pro-
ductivity cities. However, as low skilled workers spend a higher fraction of their income
on local goods, the increase in rents induced by the sorting of high skilled workers to
high productivity cities outweighs the increased wages and pushes low skilled workers
towards lower productivity cities.

The first row of table 3 compares welfare changes in the mobility and no mobility
cases. Compared to the no mobility case, changes in welfare in the mobility case are
lower for high skilled and higher for low skilled workers. For high skilled workers,
the partial equilibrium effect of more workers sorting to high productivity cities in the
mobility case is outweighed by the general equilibrium effect of lower wages and higher
rents in high productivity cities. This is not true for low skilled workers.

In the no-mobility case, the tax change leads to a 2.3 percentage point increase in wel-
fare inequality between high and low skilled workers as high skilled workers received a
larger average tax cut. However, when allowing for mobility, welfare inequality increases
by only 1.8% as low skilled workers are able to obtain higher welfare while high skilled
workers are hurt by general equilibrium effects. Therefore, not accounting for mobility
would lead us to overestimate the change in welfare inequality by about one forth.

7.1.2 Effect of Changes in Labor Demand

Next, we attempt to isolate the effects of the labor demand change on utility by simulat-
ing an equilibrium with the 2007 labor demand parameters while keeping the 1980 tax
schedule. The welfare results are displayed in the second row of table 3.

In the no-movement case, the change in labor demand leads to a 21.2% increase in
welfare for high skilled workers and a 9.4% decrease in utility for low skilled agents,
implying a 30.5 percentage point increase in welfare inequality. However, in the mobility
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case, high skilled welfare increases by only 16.3% while low skilled utility decreases by
5.6%, implying an increase in income inequality of 21.9%. As in the previous counterfac-
tual, the general equilibrium effects of lower wages and higher rents lead to a decrease
in average welfare for high skilled workers, while low skilled workers experience an
increase in average utility compared to the no-mobility case.

Comparing the second and third rows, we see that the welfare inequality of the tax
change is equal to about 10% of the welfare inequality resulting from the change in labor
demand.

7.1.3 Combined Effect of Tax Change and Labor Demand

Finally, we simulate the combined effect of the changes in the tax schedule and labor
demand. The welfare results are displayed in the third row of table 3. In the no-mobility
case, welfare for high skilled agents increases by 35.3% while welfare for low-skilled
agents does not change compared to the baseline case.

Again, when agents are allowed to move, welfare inequality is lower compared to the
no-mobility case. Not accounting for mobility would lead us to overestimate the increase
in welfare inequality by about one third.
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I. Labor Demand
σ: Elasticity of Sub. 3.71

(1.52)

II. Housing Supply
ν1: Baseline .31 ν2: Regulation .12

(.07) (.09)

III. Labor Supply
Low Skill High Skill

βe
w: Wage 13.04 8.53

(4.47) (1.29)
βe

r: Rent -8.67 -2.26
(1.62) (0.36)

αe: Share Housing 0.65 0.27
(0.03) (0.03)

Table 1: Parameter Estimates
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HS Grad
Young Old
Single Marr. Marr. Marr. Single Marr. Marr. Marr.

0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child 0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child
3.97 4.15 4.14 4.12 3.80 3.83 3.97 4.05
(0.014) (0.013) (0.011) (0.008) (0.013) (0.008) (0.009) (0.007)

Some College
Young Old
Single Marr. Marr. Marr. Singles Marr. Marr. Marr.

0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child 0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child
3.59 3.80 3.82 3.78 3.32 3.32 3.47 3.62
(0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.010) (0.025) (0.015) (0.018) (0.013)

College Grad
Young Old
Single Marr. Marr. Marr. Singles Marr. Marr. Marr.

0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child 0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child
3.16 3.39 3.41 3.34 3.00 2.95 3.08 3.22
(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.010) (0.030) (0.017) (0.019) (0.015)

Post College
Young Old
Single Marr. Marr. Marr. Singles Marr. Marr. Marr.

0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child 0 child 1 child ≥ 2 child
2.60 2.72 2.82 2.80 2.62 2.66 2.74 2.87
(0.022) (0.023) (0.023) (0.014) (0.044) (0.026) (0.029) (0.024)

Table 2: Birth State Premium 1980

Movement No Movement
High Low Difference High Low Difference

2007 Tax 11.1% 9.3% 1.8 11.4% 9.1% 2.3
2007 LD Params 16.3% -5.6% 21.9 21.2% -9.4% 30.5
2007 Tax + LD Params 29.3% 4.1% 25.3 35.3% 0.0% 35.2

Table 3: Utility changes are calculated as the difference in utility measured in log dollar
equivalent across counterfactual simulations. Expected utility for each agent is calculated
using the formula for expected value of a extreme value type 1 random variable. For all
counterfactuals, unobserved amenities and agent demographics are fixed at their 1980
levels.
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Model Fit: Some College in 1980
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Model Fit: College Grad in 1980
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Figure 1: This figure shows the proportion of the population of each city that is born
out of state in the data and predicted by the model. Each bubble represents a CBSA, the
size is proportional to the city’s total population. The horizontal access is the proportion
from out of state in the data; the vertical access is the model’s prediction.
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Figure 2: This figure displays simulated labor supply elasticities.
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Figure 3: To be written...
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Figure 4: To be written...
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Figure 5: To be written...
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Data Appendix

We construct our data using the 5% samples of the 1980, 1990, and 2000 U.S. Census.
We also use the 3%, three-year aggregated American Community Survey (ACS) for the
years 2005-2007.26 The data is downloaded from the US Integrated Public Use Microdata
Series (IPUMS) website (Ruggles et al. 2010). To maintain comparability with the broader
wage inequality literature, we follow Autor, Katz and Kearney (2008) [AKK] as closely as
possible in constructing the samples. However, because our analysis is at the local labor
market level, there are necessarily some differences. We try to be explicit about these
differences throughout the appendix.

Before describing the distinct procedures used to construct each series, we first high-
light a few definitions and sample selection rules that are consistent throughout the
analysis. Individuals residing in group quarters such as prisons and psychiatric institu-
tions are always dropped. Wages are deflated using the PCE deflator, with 1999 as the
baseline.27 All individual level calculations are weighted by the product of total hours
worked, the Census sampling weights, and the geographic weights described below. All
local labor market level calculations are weighted by the corresponding population in
1980.

Some of the series below use industry and occupation in their construction. Creat-
ing a balanced panel of occupations and industries over time is complicated by the fact
that the Census Bureau redefines the classification systems for each decennial Census.
Although Meyer and Osborne (2005) provide a crosswalk between the different Census
years, there are still instances where some occupations and industries are available in
one year but not another. Therefore, we use David Dorn’s crosswalks to aggregate occu-
pations and industries into a balanced panel.28 See Dorn (2009), Autor and Dorn (2013),
and Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) for more details.

The same methods for assigning individuals to education groups and constructing
potential experience are used throughout. In particular, we create five different educa-

26We do not use ACS data after 2007 because hours worked are only reported in intervals.
27We use the PCE in the year preceding the decennial Census surveys (i.e. 1979, 1989, and 1999) because

the questionnaire asks about income earned in the previous year. The procedure for deflating the ACS data
is slightly different. All three years are reported in real terms, where 2007 is the baseline. However, the ACS
questionnaire asks about income earned in the previous twelve months rather than the previous calendar
year. Therefore, we deflate wages in the ACS using the average value of the PCE in 2006 and 2007 to reflect
the change in the question.

28These crosswalks are available for download on Dorn’s website.
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tion categories; dropout, high school graduate, some college, college graduate and post
college. Beginning with the 1990 Census, the educational attainment question changed
its focus from years of education to degree receipt. We use the method proposed by
Jaeger (1997) to make the categories listed above comparable across surveys. In the 1980
sample, individuals with less than twelve years of schooling completed are defined as
high school dropouts; those with exactly twelve years as high school graduates; those
with some college, but less than one year and those with between one and three years
of college completed as some college; those with either four or five years of college as
college graduates and those with six or more years of college as post college. In the
later samples, individuals whose highest grade completed is Grade Eleven or less are
defined as high school dropouts; those with a high school degree, a GED, or those who
completed Grade Twelve, but did not receive a diploma as high school graduates; those
with an associate’s degree or that attended college, but did not receive a degree as some
college; those with a bachelor’s as college graduates and those with a master’s degree,
professional degree or doctorate as post college. Broader education definitions, such
as high school and college equivalents, are weighted averages of these five education
groups, where the weights depend on the particular definition and will be defined when
necessary.

Potential experience is defined as age less assigned years of schooling less six. We
assign zero years of schooling to observations coded as no schooling, nursery school,
preschool or kindergarten in all samples. In 1980, assigned years of schooling simply
corresponds to the educational attainment question.29 In later samples, we follow Park
(1994) to assign years of schooling to each degree category. Table A1 displays these as-
signed years.30 Both the Jaeger (1997) method described in the above paragraph and the
Park (1994) method described here capitalize on the sampling structure of the Current
Population Survey, which implemented the same question change as the Census, to cre-
ate their rules. In particular, they match individuals that were asked the old education
question in 1991 and the new education question in 1992.

29Recall that the education attainment question explicitly asked about years of schooling in 1980.
30Note that we round up all assignment values in Park (1994) that are non-integers. This is to keep the

number of experience cells manageable.
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Local Labor Market Geography - PUMA/County Group to CBSA Crosswalks

After 1990, the Public Use Microdata Area (PUMAs) is the smallest geographic unit avail-
able in the IPUMS microdata. PUMAs are defined to have between 100,000 and 200,000
residents, are an aggregate of both counties and census tracts and are contained entirely
within states. There are two shortcomings with defining local labor markets as PUMAs.
First, they are too small; for example, there are upwards of 50 PUMAs in Los Ange-
les county alone. Second, the PUMA definitions, and their corresponding boundaries,
changed drastically between 1990 and 2000, which complicates making comparisons over
time. The corresponding concept in 1980 is the County Group (CG), which are aggrega-
tions of counties only, whose boundaries are also different from those of the 1990 and
2000 PUMAs.

To overcome these problems, we use Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs), defined by
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), as our geographic concept of local labor
markets. The OMB replaced the old concept of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs)
with CBSAs in 2003. CBSAs include both “micropolitan” and “metropolitan” areas,
where the former is based on Census Bureau-defined urban clusters of between 10,000
and 50,000 people and the latter is based on Census Bureau-defined urbanized areas of at
least 50,000 people. CBSAs provide with a more natural concept of a local labor market
and we are able to hold their boundaries fixed over time.31

The primary challenge with using CBSAs is that their definitions do not line up with
the geographic information contained in the Census. In particular, the key complica-
tion is that sometimes PUMAs (and CGs) are not completely contained in a particular
CBSA. We solve this problem by following a strategy similar to the one used by Autor
and Dorn(2013) and Dorn(2009), who define local labor markets as Commuting Zones
(CZs).32 In particular, we relate PUMAs (and County Groups) to CBSAs by utilizing the
county-PUMA overlap files constructed by the Census Bureau.33 Specifically, we con-

31 Note that the metropolitan area variable, metarea, in the IPUMS data is essentially unusable. For
reasons of confidentiality, any persons living in a PUMA whose border overlaps with a metropolitan area
is counted as not living in that metropolitan area. As noted by IPUMS, these omissions are not necessarily
representative. See https://usa.ipums.org/usa/volii/incompmetareas.shtml for more details.

32Note that we use CBSAs, rather than Commuting Zones, so we can use the Gyourko, Saiz and Summers
(2008) housing supply elasticity measures.

33The PUMA files can be downloaded at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/websas/geocorr2k.html. The County
Group files are not available in a downloadable form from the Census, but the information can be found
at https://usa.ipums.org/usa/resources/volii/cg98stat.txt. Please email Kevin if you would like a copy of
the Stata file we built containing this data.
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struct weights that correspond to the fraction of the overall PUMA population contained
in a CBSA. For example, suppose that PUMA A is completely contained in CBSA 1 and
PUMA C is completely contained in CBSA 2. Suppose further that PUMA B overlaps
with CBSAs 1 and 2, where the fraction of PUMA B’s total population contained in CBSA
1 is 50% and the fraction contained in CBSA 2 is 50%. To calculate CBSA-level aggregates
using individual-level data, we replicate the observations in PUMA B so that one obser-
vation is labeled as CBSA 1 and one is labeled CBSA 2. Calculations are then weighted
according to the population overlap. Table A2 illustrates the procedure.

Wage Series

The sample used to construct the relative wage series includes non-farm, non-military
workers, between the ages of 16 and 64, that were not participating in unpaid family
work. Workers with positive business income are dropped. Given concerns about mea-
surement error in wages (see Baum-Snow and Neal (2009)), we drop individuals that
worked less than 40 weeks annually and less than 35 hours weekly (i.e. we use only
full-time, full year [FTFY] workers). Respondents with missing or imputed values for
education are dropped. Observations with values of zero for wage income, usual hours
worked or weeks worked, as well as those with imputed values for any of these variables,
are also dropped. Finally, immigrants with missing or imputed birth places are dropped.

Hourly wages are constructed by dividing total wage income by the product of usual
hours worked (per week) and weeks worked (per year). We drop observations where
the hourly wage is less than 80% of the nominal minimum wage in that year. Following
Autor and Dorn (2013), top coded wage incomes are multiplied by a factor of 1.5 and
hourly wages are set not to exceed this value divided by 50 weeks times 35 hours. There
are a few issues related to top coding that complicate comparisons over time. First, in
1980, 1990 and 2000 the nominal thresholds for top coding are $75,000, $140,000 and
$175,000, respectively. The corresponding values in real terms are $153,178, $175,667
and $175,000, implying a more severe right truncation in 1980. Second, in 1980, all
values above $75,000 are coded as $75,000. In contrast, values above the threshold are
expressed as state medians in 1990 and state means in 2000, again implying a more
restrictive right truncation in 1980. Because wages tend to be higher in large cities,
relaxing the right censoring disproportionately raises mean wages in large cities, even
if the underlying city-level wage distributions are unchanged. Although only a small
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fraction of the sample is top coded, it is concerning that right censoring might be driving
changes in wages.

The problem is even more pronounced in the ACS, where top codes are state specific,
equal to the 99.5th percentile of the state income distribution, and values above the top
code are equal to the state mean of all observations above the cutoff. We address this
issue by imposing a comparable top code on the 1990, 2000, and 2007 data. Specifically,
we set the nominal top codes in each year so the real value of the top code is $153,178
across all three samples.34 We then set all values of wage income above the top code to
equal the top code.

We follow AKK and create composition adjusted wages by using the predicted val-
ues from a series of log wage regressions. More specifically, we run separate log wage
regressions by gender, CBSA, and year on the following covariates

• Five indicators for race (White, Black, Asian, Native American, or Other);

• Five indicators for marital status (Married, Separated, Divorced, Widowed or Sin-
gle);

• An indicator for veteran status;

• Five education categories (H.S. Dropout, H.S. Graduate, Some College, College
Graduate or Post College);

• A quartic in experience;

• Interactions between the experience quartic and a broader education indicator,
called College Plus, that includes College Graduates and Post College;

• An immigrant indicator (Native or Immigrant);

• An interaction between immigrant status and three indicators for English profi-
ciency (Speaks English, Poor English, or None).

• An interaction between immigrant status and three indicators for years in the
United States (0-10 years, 11-20 years, or 21+ years);

• A full set of interactions between immigrant status and education categories;

34The respective nominal values for 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2007 are $75,000, $122,078, $153,178, and
$181,138.
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• Time effects in the ACS regressions.35

We then use the estimated coefficients to predict log wages by gender-education-
experience-CBSA cells in each year.36 Again, as in AKK, we use four different experience
groups; five years, fifteen years, twenty-five years, and thirty-five years, which yields 40
cells per commuting zone. The key difference between our procedure and the one used
by AKK is that we run separate regressions for each local labor market. Mean log wages
for each CBSA, in each year, are weighted averages of the corresponding cells, where the
weights are the share of total hours worked in 1980. This holds the composition of the
labor force constant across locations and over time.

Dahl (2002) Selection Correction

To be written...

Labor Supply Series

The relative supply series, again following AKK, is constructed by forming two samples;
"quantity" and “price." The quantity sample includes non-farm, non-military workers,
between the ages of 16 and 64, that were not participating in unpaid family work. How-
ever, in contrast to the relative wage series, the quantity sample includes all employed
workers (i.e. including part-time and self-employed workers). Respondents with miss-
ing or imputed values for education are dropped. Observations with values of zero for
wage income and business income are dropped. Individuals with values of zero for usual
hours worked or weeks worked are dropped. Finally, observations with imputed values
for any of preceding variables are also dropped.

The quantity sample divides total hours worked by all employed workers into gender-
education-experience cells. In particular, the experience cells are single-year categories
of 0-39 years of potential experience. Workers with greater than 39 years of potential
experience are included in the 39 year cell. The education cells are the five categories
described above. This yields 400 gender-education-experience cells.

The price sample is created using full-time, full-year wage earners (i.e. the same
workers used to construct relative wages). More specifically, each cell in the price sample

35Recall the ACS data is an aggregate of 2005, 2006, and 2007 data.
36Predictions are evaluated for white, married, non-veteran natives. ACS predictions are evaluated using

the estimated 2007 time effect.
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is the mean FTFY real hourly wage for that gender-education-experience combination.
Wages in each of the cells, in each year, are normalized by dividing by the wage of
male high school graduates with ten years of potential experience. An efficiency unit is
computed for each gender-education-experience by averaging price samples across 1980,
1990, 2000, and 2007. The price and quantity samples are then merged to create the final
supply measure for each cell, which is the efficiency unit multiplied by the total hours
worked in that cell. Aggregated quantities, such as high school and college equivalents,
are simply sums of the relevant cells.

Hedonic Rent Index

To be written...

Tax Calculations

All tax calculations are performed using TAXSIM, a tax calculator housed at the NBER.
We use the Stata interface, which returns federal, state and payroll tax liabilities, given a
set of 21 inputs, by year. The relevant inputs for our exercise are year, state, marital status,
number of dependents and wage income of the primary taxpayer. We also utilize the
itemized deduction input to construct our counterfactual changes in wages. To calculate
after-tax incomes, we simply convert incomes back to their nominal values, run TAXSIM,
subtract federal, state and payroll taxes from pre-tax income and convert these after-tax
incomes back to 2000 dollars.

In the Motivation section, we consider a series counterfactual changes in after-tax
earnings, by CBSA. We now outline the specifics of the procedure used to construct
these measures.

1. Convert 1980 incomes to nominal values.

2. Run TAXSIM to calculate federal, state and payroll tax liabilities. Save these outputs
for later.

3. Convert 1980 incomes and state income tax liabilities to 2007 dollars.

4. Set state income taxes to zero and label the 1980 state income tax liability (now in
2007) as an itemized deduction. This holds constant 1980 state income taxes, which
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can be deducted from adjusted gross income when calculating federal income tax
liabilities.

5. Run TAXSIM to get counterfactual federal income tax liabilities, i.e. taxes using the
2007 tax system and the 1980 wage structure.

6. Convert 2007 counterfactual tax liabilities to 1980 dollars.

7. Construct actual 1980 after-tax earnings and counterfactual 1980 after-tax earnings:

(a) 1980 after-tax earnings = 1980 earnings - 1980 federal income tax liability -
1980 state income tax liability - 1980 payroll tax liability

(b) 1980 counterfactual after-tax earnings = 1980 earnings - 1980 counterfactual
federal income tax liability - 1980 state income tax liability - 1980 payroll tax
liability

Finally, for our counterfactual simulations, we need to estimate an income tax func-
tion for each state-year-demographic type, as outlined in the text. We simulate data
using TAXSIM to estimate equation (?). In particular, we calculate effective tax rates for
incomes between $0 and $100,000, in increments of $100. This yields a sample size of
1,000 observations for each state-year-demographic combination. These functions are in
nominal terms, so we convert between nominal and real terms as necessary.
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Table A1: Park (1994) Assignment Rules

Education Category Assigned Years of Education
Grades 1, 2, 3, or 4 3
Grades 5, 6, 7, or 8 7

Grade 9 9
Grade 10 10
Grade 11 11

12th Grade - No Diploma, High School Graduate, or GED 12
College Credit - No Degree, or Associate’s Degree 14

Bachelor’s Degree 16
Master’s Degree, Professional Degree, or Doctoral Degree 18

Rules for assigning years of education to degree attained. See Park (1994) for more
details.

Table A2: CBSA Aggregation Example

CBSA PUMA Wage Weight Weighted Mean CBSA Wage
1 A 6 1
1 B 3 .5 5
2 B 3 .5
2 C 9 1 7

Hypothetical CBSA aggregation.
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Estimation Appendix

BLP (1995) Contraction Mapping

To be written...

Initial Guesses

To be written...

Solution Algorithm

To be written...

Log-likelihood Analytic Derivatives

To be written...

Inference for Two-Step Estimation

To be written...
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